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Abstract
To ensure high availability, datacenter networks must rely on local fast rerouting mechanisms that
allow routers to quickly react to link failures, in a fully decentralized manner. However, configuring
these mechanisms to provide a high resilience against multiple failures while avoiding congestion
along failover routes is algorithmically challenging, as the rerouting rules can only depend on local
failure information and must be defined ahead of time. This paper presents a randomized local
fast rerouting algorithm for Clos networks, the predominant datacenter topologies. Given a graph
G = (V, E) describing a Clos topology, our algorithm defines local routing rules for each node v ∈ V ,
which only depend on the packet’s destination and are conditioned on the incident link failures. We
prove that as long as number of failures at each node does not exceed a certain bound, our algorithm
achieves an asymptotically minimal congestion up to polyloglog factors along failover paths. Our
lower bounds are developed under some natural routing assumptions.
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1 Introduction
Due to the popularity of data-centric applications and distributed machine learning, datacenter
networks have become a critical infrastructure of the digital society. To meet the resulting
stringent dependability requirements, datacenter networks implement fast failover mechanisms
that enable routers to react to link failures quickly and to reroute flows in a decentralized
manner, relying on static routing tables which include conditional local failover rules. Such
local failover mechanisms in the data plane can react to failures orders of magnitudes faster
than traditional global mechanisms in the control plane which, upon failure, may recompute
routing tables by running the routing protocol again [6, 12,18].
Configuring fast failover mechanisms however is challenging under multiple link failures,
as the failover behavior needs to be pre-defined, before the actual failures are known. In
particular, rerouting decisions can only rely on local information, without knowledge of
possible further failures downstream. Without precautions, a local failover mechanism may
hence entail congestion or even forwarding loops, already under a small number of link
failures, while these issues could easily be avoided in a centralized setting.
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More formally, resilience is achieved in two stages. First, we are given a graph G = (V,E)
describing an undirected network (without failures). Our task is to compute local failover
rules for each node v ∈ V which define for each packet arriving at v to which incident
link it should be forwarded, based on the packet’s destination (known as destination-based
routing); these rules can be conditioned on the status of the links incident to v. Second,
when an adversary fails multiple links in the network, packets are forwarded according to our
pre-defined conditional rules. Our objective is to define the static routing tables (i.e., the
rulesets) in the first stage such that desirable properties are preserved in the second stage, in
particular, connectivity and a minimal congestion.
This paper studies fast failover algorithms tailored towards Clos topologies, and more
specifically to (multirooted) fat-trees [1, 17, 22], the predominant datacenter networks. In
particular, we consider a scenario where n−1 sources inject one indefinite flow each to a single
destination. This scenario has already been studied intensively in the literature [2, 4, 11, 21]:
it models practically important operations such as in-cast [15,24], and is also theoretically
interesting as it describes a particularly challenging situation because it is focused on a single
destination which can lead to bottlenecks.
The goal is to ensure that each flow reaches its destinations even in the presence of a
large number of link failures while minimizing congestion: to provide a high availability, it is
crucial to avoid a high load (and hence delays and packet loss) on the failover paths. The
problem is related to classic load-balancing problems such as balls-into-bins, however, our
setting introduces additional dependencies in that failover rules need to define valid paths.
1.1 Our Contribution
This paper studies the theoretical question of how to configure local fast failover rules in
Clos topologies such that connectivity is preserved and load is minimized even under a large
number of failures.
Results in a Nutshell. We first derive a lower bound showing that by failing O (n/ logn)
edges, the adversary can create a load of Ω(logn/ log logn) w.h.p. in arbitrary topologies
with n nodes. As a next step, we give a routing protocol for complete bipartite graphs
that incorporates local failover rules and, for up to O (n/ logn) link failures, achieves an
almost minimal congestion (i.e., up to (log logn)2 factor). We then use the derived results
to construct a failover ruleset for the Clos topology with L+ 1 = Θ(1) levels and degree k
(cf the definition in Section 4.1 and the example in Figure 1). It is resilient to O (k/ log k)
link failures, while keeping the total load below O
(
kL−1 log k · log log k
)
w.h.p. For a certain
class of routing protocols, that only forward over shortest paths (according to the local view
of the nodes, cf Definition 22) and exhibit a property we call fairly balanced, this is again
optimal up to (log logn)2 factors. This class of protocols is natural and reminiscent of the
widely-deployed shortest-path routing protocol ECMP (equal-cost multipath) [16,22].
Techniques. In this work, we are interested in rulesets that include randomization, and are
robust against an adversary, which knows the algorithm and the routing destination, but not
the random choices leading to the specific failover routes.
In our lower bound analysis we need to cover a wide variety of failover protocols. While
the deterministic case is well-understood [4], and failover protocols based on the uniform
distribution are easy to handle, a mixture of the both is non-trivial to analyze. We opt for a
carefully crafted case-distinction that captures failover paths, which might be predicted by
the adversary with good probability. For this, we exploit the properties of the subgraphs
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induced by the edges, which have a certain (high) probability to be chosen as failover links.
In all the other cases, we are able to use the (not necessarily uniform) random placement of
the loads initiated by a subset of source nodes, and apply a balls-into-bins style argument to
show that at least one node will receive high load.
To develop an efficient protocol for the Clos topology, we exploit the fact that it contains
multiple bipartite sub-graphs. The main algorithm combines the advantages of deterministic
protocols and forwarding loop-freeness, with the resilience of randomized approaches. Our
approach builds upon the Interval protocol in [2], which is designed for the clique. However,
the adaptation of this approach to the Clos topology comes with multiple challenges that
need to be solved. The approach of [2] models the load that nodes receive with the help of
trees that are tailored towards the clique, and this method can not be extended to more
complex topologies. To overcome this problem, we use a Markov chain to describe such
loads and develop a general Markov chain result that might be of independent interest (see
Theorem 15). For Markov chains with state space N that drift towards 0 and that can
be modelled with Poisson trials, it states a concentration inequality for the sum of the
first r = Ω(1) elements. Additionally, the protocol in [2] relies on splitting the nodes into
partitions of similar size. Contrary to the clique, where the assignment of nodes to partitions
can be arbitrary, this is challenging in the case of the Clos topology. Furthermore, for our
analysis in the Clos network we need to consider the flows arriving at a certain node from
lower and upper levels concurrently. This leads to dependencies, which prevents us from
using standard techniques such as Chernoff bounds and the method of bounded differences.
To overcome this problem, we uncover the failover edges step by step, and utilize an inductive
approach over the increasingly small subtrees around the destination, bounding the number
of flows entering the corresponding subtree. For the details see Section 4.3.
1.2 Related Work
Motivated by measurement studies of network-layer failures in datacenters, showing that
especially link failures are frequent and disruptive [14], the problem of designing resilient
routing mechanisms has received much attention in the literature over the last years, see
e.g., [4, 5, 7–10] or the recent survey by Chiesa et al. [6].
In this paper, we focus on the important model in which we do not allow for packet header
rewriting or maintain state at the routers, which rules out approaches such as link reversal
and others [13,20]. A price of locality for static rerouting mechanisms has first been shown by
Feigenbaum et al. [9] and Borokhovich et al. [4], who proved that it is not always possible to
locally reroute packets to their destination even if the underlying network remains connected
after the failures. These impossibility results have recently been generalized to entire graph
families by Foerster et al. [10]. On the positive side, Chiesa et al. showed that highly resilient
failover algorithms can be realized based on arc-disjoint arborescence covers [5, 7, 8], an
approach which generalizes traditional solutions based on spanning trees [23]. However, these
papers only focus on connectivity and do not consider congestion on the resulting failover
paths. Furthermore, while arborescence-based approaches have the advantage that they are
naturally loop-free, they result in long paths (and hence likely high load) and are complex to
compute.
Only little is known about local fast failover mechanisms that account for load. Pignolet
et al. in [21] showed that when only relying on deterministic destination-based failover rules,
an adversary can always induce a maximum edge load of Ω(φ) by cleverly failing φ edges;
when failover rules can also depend on the source address, an edge load of Ω(√φ) can still be
generated, when failing φ many edges. In [11], Foerster et al. build upon [4,21], and leverage
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Figure 1 Clos topology with levels 0, 1, 2, 3 (numbered from top to bottom) and degree k = 4.
a connection to distributed computing problems without communication [19], to devise a
fast failover algorithm which balances load across arborescences using combinatorial designs.
In these papers the focus is on deterministic algorithms.
Our work builds upon [2] where we showed that randomized algorithms can reduce
congestion significantly in complete graphs. In particular, we presented three failover
strategies: Assuming up to φ = O(n) edge failures, the first algorithm ensures that w.h.p. a
load of O(logn log logn) will not be exceeded at most nodes, while the remaining O(polylogn)
nodes reach a load of at most O(polylogn). The second approach reduces the edge failure
resilience to O(n/ logn) but only requires knowledge of the packet destinations, and achieves
a congestion of only O(logn log logn) at any node w.h.p. Finally, by assuming that the nodes
do have access to O(logn) shared permutations of V , which are not known to the adversary,
the node load can be reduced even further: a maximum load of only O(
√
logn) occurs at
any node w.h.p. However, our work relied on the assumption that the underlying network is
fully connected (i.e., forms a clique). That said, simulations (performed after we published
that paper) also showed promising first results for interval-based routing on Clos topologies.
In this work, we consider randomized fast failover specifically in the context of datacenter
networks which typically rely on Clos topologies (also known as multi-rooted fat-trees) [1,17,
22]. This scenario is not only of practical importance, but also significantly more challenging.
Nevertheless, we are able to derive almost tight upper and lower bounds for this setting,
under some natural fairness and shortest path assumptions.
1.3 Model
In a nutshell, our model includes two stages. First, we are asked to define the rulesets of
the (static) routing tables of each node v in the network; these rules can depend on the
destination and be conditioned on the possible link failures incident to v (i.e., only the local
failures). Later, an adversary will decide which links to fail in the network; as the routing
tables defined before are static and cannot be changed depending on the actual failures,
packets will now simply be forwarded according to the local failover rules. Our objective is
to pre-define these ruleset such that routing reachability is preserved under these failures
and the load is minimized.
Local Destination-Based Failover Routing. We represent our network as an undirected
graph G = (V,E) and denote by F the set of failed edges. Each node v is equipped with
a static routing table α, which we assume to be precomputed without knowledge of F .
When a packet with destination d arrives at a node v, it is forwarded to the neighbor of
v specified in the routing entry α(v,Fv, d). Here Fv = {w | (v, w) ∈ F} denotes the set
of unreachable neighbors of v (which may be empty). In order to allow for randomization
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we assume that, for each node v, the entry α(v,Fv, d) is drawn from D (v,Fv, d), which is
a distribution over (Γ(v) \ Fv) ∪ {v}. Here Γ(v) denotes the set of neighbors of v. This
way, a local failover routing protocol P can be described by the set of its distributions
P = {D (v,Fv, d) | v ∈ V,Fv ⊆ Γ(v), d ∈ V }. We call such a protocol P destination-based as
the only header information that is used for forwarding decisions is the destination address.
In the following, we will also assume that for every v the edge (v, v) exists in G without being
included in Γ(v). This looping edge cannot be failed by the adversary and is used to enable
the analysis of the case where Fv = Γ(v). Throughout the following sections, we assume the
existence of an adversary, which knows the employed protocol, or in other words, the set of
distributions P and may construct the set F . However, this adversary does not know the
random choices that lead to the routing entries α. In practice, to hide from the adversary
longer term, this could be realized by generating new random tables once in a while.
Traffic Pattern and Load. Our focus lies on flow-based all-to-one routing [11,21]. That
is, we assume that every node v ∈ V \ {d} sends out an indefinite flow of packets towards
some common destination d. For a node v, we will then say that it has load of ℓ (or short:
L(v) = ℓ) iff ℓ such flows cross node v on their way to destination d. Similarly, for an edge e
we define L(e) to denote the number of flows forwarded over edge e. In case some flow travels
in a forwarding cycle, we say that all edges and nodes that lie on this cycle have infinite load.
Because we consider a purely destination-based ruleset, two flows hitting some node w
will be forwarded via the same routing entry α(w,Fw, d). Therefore, as soon as flows hit
the same node they cannot be separated anymore. This implies that maxv∈V \{d}{L(v)} =
maxe∈E{L(e)} as the node v with maximum load in V \ {d} needs to forward all its flows
over the edge (v, d) to reach the destination. As the edge load can be inferred from the node
load, we will in the remaining part of our work only consider node loads.
1.4 Conventions and Structure
In the remainder of the paper, when we say we apply Chernoff bounds, we mean the usual
multiplicative version. Furthermore, we denote by Bin(n, p) the binomial distribution with n
trials and success probability p, and by Unif(A) the uniform distribution over elements in
the set A. Finally, we denote by w.h.p. (“with high probability”) a probability of at least
1 − n−Ω(1), where n is the networks size.
We start by presenting a lower bound in Section 2, stating that there exists a set of
edge failures which induces a high load for any network and local destination-based failover
protocol P. In Section 3 we present an efficient loop-free failover protocol, which operates
in complete bipartite graphs. This is used as a preliminary result to develop a protocol in
Section 4, which may be employed in Clos topologies [1]. Each such section comes with a
dedicated theorem and the corresponding analysis. Due to space constraints, we refer to the
full version of our paper [3] for certain technical details.
2 Lower Bound for Local Destination-Based Failover Protocols
In the following section we construct a lower bound, stating that by failing O (n/ logn) edges
the adversary can w.h.p. always create a load of Ω(logn/ log logn).
▶ Theorem 1. Consider any local destination-based failover protocol P that operates in a
graph G = (V,E) with |V | = n and assume that all nodes perform all-to-one routing to some
node d ∈ V . Then, if d and P are known, a set of failures F ⊆ {(v, d) | v ∈ V } with |F| =
O (n/ logn) can be constructed such that some node v ̸= d has L(v) > (1/10) · logn/ log logn
w.h.p.
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Most parts of our analysis are concerned with showing that the lower bound in Theorem 1
holds if G is the complete graph. Therefore, the following notation will be defined with this
constraint in mind. We focus on an arbitrary but fixed destination-based failover protocol
P = {D (v,Fv, d) | v, d ∈ V,Fv ⊆ V \ {v}} and also fix the destination node d ∈ V . We
will construct a set of failures F that induces a high load w.h.p. by only failing edges of
the form (v, d), i.e., edges incident to the destination. This set of failures will have size
|F| ≤ ε · n/ logn, where ε > 0 is an arbitrary small constant. In this setting Fv – the set
of unreachable neighbors of each node v – must either be {d} or ∅ for any node v. We
then abbreviate α(v, {d}, d) as α(v), which is the node to which v forwards its load in case
the link (v, d) is failed. Similarly, we abbreviate the corresponding probability distribution
D(v, {d}, d) as Dv and define fv to denote the probability density function (PDF) of Dv.
▶ Definition 2 (Load Graphs). The following directed graphs lie at the core of our analysis.
1. GFα = (V \ {d}, EFα ) where EFα = {(v, α(v,Fv, d)) | v ∈ V \ {d}}
2. Glog = (V \ {d}, Elog) a directed graph with and Elog := {(v, w) | v ∈ V \ {d} ∧ fv(w) >
1/ log4 n}
3. Gtlog which is constructed from Glog by removing edges in the following way:
a. First, remove arbitrary (outgoing) edges from nodes v with out-deg(v) > 1 until every
node has degree ≤ 1.
b. Second, break any remaining cycle by removing an arbitrary edge from each cycle.
The graph GFα , given a set of failures F and destination d, describes the path that flows
take. In order to fulfill our goal of creating a high load at some node v, we will make sure
that some node v is reached by many nodes in GFα . Note that this graph is a random variable
as the entries in α follow distributions.
▶ Observation 3. L(v) = ∞ iff v lies on a cycle in GFα . Otherwise L(v) is equal to the
number of nodes w ∈ V such that a path from w to v exists in GFα .
The graph Glog allows us to capture whether the protocol P contains many failover edges
that may be predicted by the adversary. Note, if the edge (v, w) ∈ Elog and (v, d) are failed,
then v forwards its flows to w with probability larger than 1/ log4 n. Finally, Gtlog is just a
subgraph of Glog, which does not contain any cycles and simplifies our analysis in some cases.
These graphs are related to GFα in the following way.
▶ Observation 4. If Fv = {d}, then (v, w) ∈ GFα with probability fv(w). This probability
is independent of other edges (s, t) with s ̸= v being in GFα . In case (v, w) ∈ Glog (or
(v, w) ∈ Gtlog) it follows that fv(w) > 1/ log
4 n.
Intuitively, if Glog contains many edges, then we are in a setting close to determinstic
failover protocols. By carefully failing edges of the form (v, d), we have a good chance to
make them appear in GFα and create a node v which is reached by many other nodes. One
final definition involves the natural definition of a reverse tree: it is reversed in the sense
that all edges are oriented towards the root.
▶ Definition 5 (Reverse Tree). We call a directed graph G reverse tree iff
1. there is a node r in G with out-deg(r) = 0 that can be reached from all nodes in G, and
2. every node v ̸= r in G has out-deg(v) = 1.
We call r the reverse root of G. Furthermore, we call a graph G′ reverse subtree of G iff G′ is
both, a reverse tree and a subgraph of G.
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Note, from the construction of Gtlog it follows that it is a reverse forest. Let the sets VR
and V tR contain the nodes of out-degree 0 in Glog and Gtlog, respectively. Observation 4 implies
for nodes in VR that we cannot easily predict their forwarding targets. Additionally, when
constructing Gtlog (see Definition 2) in the first step, not a single node has its out-degree
modified to 0. This can only happen in the second step, where exactly one node turns into a
reverse root. Therefore, the difference |V tR| − |VR| is equal to the number of cycles that were
removed in this second step.
Analysis Outline
In the following subsections of the analysis we focus on the complete graph. Depending on
the structure of Glog and Gtlog we split our analysis into 3 cases. As this graphs are inferred
from P, this can also be seen as a distinction between different types of routing protocols.
In Section 2.1, we consider the case |V tR| − |VR| ≥
√
n, which intuitively corresponds to the
case where P is prone to produce forwarding loops. In the second case (Section 2.2), we
consider |VR| ≥ εn/ logn, which implies that there are many nodes of degree 0 in Glog. Such
nodes do not have a preferred forwarding target in case their link to d is failed. They behave
similarly to nodes that forward their flows to neighbors selected uniformly at random. In the
last case (Section 2.3), we consider |VR| ≤ εn/ logn. In this case most nodes have at least
one out-going edge in Glog, which can be exploited by the adversary. In any of the three
cases, we show that, by failing at most O (n/ logn) edges, a load of (1/10) · logn/ log logn is
accumulated at some node in the network w.h.p. Finally, we give the proof of Theorem 1 in
Section 2.4.
2.1 Analysis Case 1: |V tR| − |VR| ≥
√
n
Recall, the condition of this case implies that Glog contains at least nε many cycles. The idea
is, to fail the edge (v, d) for many nodes v that lie on such a cycle. Then, either the whole
cycle or at least a long path of nodes lying on such a cycle appears in GFα w.h.p. and causes
high load. The detailed proof is given in the full version [3].
▶ Lemma 6. There exists a set of failures F ⊆ {(v, d) | v lies on a cycle in Glog} with
|F| =
√
n · (1/10) · logn/ log logn such that some node v that lies on a cycle has L(v) ≥
(1/10) · logn/ log logn w.h.p.
2.2 Analysis Case 2: |VR| ≥ εn/ log n
In this setting, many nodes v have out-degree 0 in Glog. In case the link (v, d) of such a
node is failed, it is hard to predict the failover edge (v, α(v)) as these nodes have multiple
potential forwarding targets. However, this can be exploited as there must be a set of nodes
which are potential forwarding targets of many nodes in VR. Similarly as in the analysis of
a balls-into-bins process, we deduce that, w.h.p., there is one such node that receives load
from Ω(logn · log logn) nodes in VR. To simplify our analysis, we let V ′R be an arbitrary but
fixed subset of VR with size exactly εn/ logn. A proof for the following statement is given in
the full version [3]. Note that, if the second statement of the following lemma holds, we are
already done.
▶ Lemma 7. For F = {(v, d) | v ∈ V ′R} one of the following statements holds:
1. In expectation, at least n1/8 many nodes w ∈ V have each at least (1/10) · logn/ log logn
incident edges that originate from V ′R.
2. W.h.p., there exists a node w with L(w) = log2 n(1 − o(1)).
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The following statement can be shown with the help of standard-techniques, namely
the method of bounded differences (sometimes also called McDiarmid inequality). This
concentration inequality and a detailed proof is given in the full Version [3].
▶ Lemma 8. Let F = {(v, d) | v ∈ V ′R} and assume that the first statement of Lemma 7
holds. Then, w.h.p., there exists a node v such that L(v) > (1/10) · logn/ log logn.
2.3 Analysis Case 3: |VR| < εn/ log n
We assume throughout this section that the condition |V tR|− |VR| ≥
√
n does not hold as that
case was already analysed in Section 2.1. This, however, implies that |V tR| < |VR| +
√
n <
2εn/ logn. Recall Definition 5 and that |V tR| is the number of reverse roots; or in other
words, the number of reverse trees in the forest Gtlog. The idea behind this section is
simple. If, for the nodes of some reverse subtree in Gtlog of size (1/10) · logn · log logn, we
fail the edges incident to destination d, then this whole subtree will appear in GFα with
probability log−(4/10) logn/ log logn n = n−4/10. By Observation 3 the root of this tree will
then receive (1/10) · logn/ log logn load. The main challenge is to construct a large enough
set of independent trees such that at least one of them appears in GFα w.h.p. This is where
the following counting argument comes into play.
▶ Observation 9. If |VR| < εn/ logn and |V tR| − |VR| <
√




n disjoint reverse trees of size > (1/10) · logn/ log logn each, or
2. one reverse tree of size >
√
n/2.
Proof. The proof follows by a counting argument. Assume both statements do not hold.











2 < n− 1.
The first product reflects that all but
√
n trees have size at most (1/10) · logn/ log logn. The
second product reflects the worst-case of each of these at most
√
n remaining trees having size√
n/2. The above inequality chain leads to a contradiction as Gtlog contains n− 1 nodes. ◀
We now present a lemma for both of the cases in Observation 9, each achieving the lower
bound in Theorem 1. The proofs follow the ideas sketched at the start of this section. In
case of Lemma 11, the tree of size ≥
√
n/2 needs to be split into
√
n/polylogn node-disjoint
subtrees of size (1/10) · logn/ log logn. The proofs are given in the full version [3].
▶ Lemma 10. Assume there are
√
n reverse trees in Gtlog of size at least (1/10)·logn/ log logn
each. Then, there exists a failure set F ⊆ {(v, d) | v lies on a tree in Gtlog} with |F| =√
n · (1/10) · logn/ log logn such that a node v has L(v) > (1/10) · logn/ log logn.
▶ Lemma 11. Assume there is a reverse tree TR of size
√
n/2 in Gtlog. Then, there exists a
set of failures F ⊆ {(v, d) | v lies in TR} with |F| ≤
√
n · (1/10) · logn/ log logn such that a
node v of TR has L(v) > (1/10) · logn/ log logn w.h.p.
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2.4 Proof of Theorem 1
In Sections 2.1–2.3 we considered the complete graph G together with a fixed destination-
based protocol P and all-to-one destination d. In this setting, we constructed the graphs
Glog,Gtlog and split our analysis into three cases, depending on the structure of these graphs.
In each case, we establish that the theorem’s result w.r.t. G holds:
1. Case 1: If the case in Section 2.1 occurs, then the result immediately follows from
Lemma 6.
2. Case 2: If we are in the case of Section 2.2, then either the second statement of Lemma 7
holds and the result follows, otherwise the first statement holds and Lemma 8 leads to
the desired result.
3. Case 3: This case was covered in Section 2.3, and further splits into two sub-cases as
indicated in Observation 9. In both sub-cases, the result follows as stated in Lemmas 10
and 11, respectively.
The proof for general undirected graphs G = (V,E) with |V | = n follows from Lemma 26,
which is stated in the full version of our paper [3]. The basic idea is that, for any protocol P
operating in G, one can construct an equivalent protocol PK that operates in the clique Kn
(equivalent in the sense that the path flows take is the same in both graphs). We then use the
statement of Theorem 1, which we already established for complete graphs, to deduce that a
set of failures F (K) exists that induces a high load in Kn. The same set of failures (excluding
some edges which may not exist in G) also leads to a high load in G when employing P.
3 Interval Routing in the Bipartite Graph
In the following section, we will construct an efficient local failover protocol for the complete
bipartite graph G = (V ∪W,E). Here the set of nodes V ∪W consists of two sets, where
|V | = |W | = n and edges are drawn such that each node v ∈ V is connected to every w ∈ W
and vice versa.
To employ our routing protocol, we further assume that the nodes in both, V and W , are
partitioned into K := C logn sets, where C = Θ(1) is an arbitrary value larger 4. That is,
V = V (0) ∪ V (2) ∪ ... ∪ V (K − 1) and W = W (0) ∪W (2)... ∪W (K − 1), where we assume
that all these partitions have size I := n/K = n/(C logn) (assume C logn divides n). We
propose the following local routing protocol, which is resilient to Ω(n/ logn) edge failures.
▶ Definition 12 (Bipartite Interval Routing). We define the routing protocol PB, induced by
the following distributions when routing towards some node d ∈ W
For v ∈ V (i) we set D (v,Fv, d) = Unif({d}) if d ̸∈ Fv, otherwise D (v,Fv, d) =
Unif(W (i) \ Fv).
For w ∈ W (i) with w ̸= d we set D (w,Fw, d) = Unif(V ((i+ 1) mod K) \ Fw).
Note that this protocol is inspired by the Interval routing protocol of [2] which is
constrained to complete graphs. Intuitively, a packet with source in the set V (i) follows the
partitions V (i) → W (i) → V (i+1) → W (i+1)... until reaching a node v ∈ V such that (v, d)
is not failed. Therefore, the only way for flows to end up in a cycle is by travelling through
all 2K intervals, which is very unlikely. We may also refer to this alternation between layers
V and W of a packet as “ping-pong” in the remainder of the paper.
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▶ Theorem 13. Let G = (V ∪W,E) be a complete bipartite graph with |V | = |W | = n. Let
the routing protocol PB be employed, configured with C > 4, and all-to-one routing towards
some destination d ∈ W be performed. Assume the set of failures F fulfills for every i with
0 ≤ i < K that
1. ∀w ∈ W : |{v ∈ V (i) | w ∈ Fv}| ≤ I/3, and
2. ∀v ∈ V : |{w ∈ W (i) | v ∈ Fw}| ≤ I/3.
Then, with probability at least 1 − 3n−(C−1), every node u ∈ V ∪ W with u ̸= d has
L(u) = O (logn · log logn), even if F is constructed with knowledge of PB and d.
Intuitively, the constraint on F states that at most a (1/3) fraction of nodes in the same
interval may have failed edges incident to the same node. The constraint is, for example,
easily fulfilled in case only I/3 = n/(3C logn) = Θ(n/ logn) edges are failed in total. This
implies that the load induced by the protocol approaches the lower bound in Theorem 1 up
to only a polyloglog n factor. In any deterministic protocol, a load of Ω(n/ logn) could be
created in this setting [4]. Additionally, the simple randomized protocol, which forwards the
packets between nodes of V and W which are selected uniformly at random until a node
v ∈ V is reached such that (v, d) is not failed, is prone to cycles. By failing O (n/ logn)
arbitrary edges between nodes in V and d, at least one flow will travel from such a node v ∈ V
to some w ∈ W and back to v with probability ≥ 1/ polylogn. This creates a forwarding
loop of length 2 and prevents some flows from reaching destination d. Our interval protocol
is hybrid in the sense that nodes forward their packet uniformly at random according to
pre-determined partitions. This allows it to keep the network load low while also avoiding
forwarding loops w.h.p.
3.1 Analysis of the Bipartite Interval Protocol
We consider a fixed destination node d together with a set of failures F that fulfills the
requirements of Theorem 13. To make our analysis more readable, we assume that all
partitions V (i) and W (j) have exactly the same size. Furthermore, we denote by α(v) the
(random) node that v forwards packets towards destination d when following PB. Before
starting with the proof of the theorem, we show the following important statement, which
implies that, w.h.p., no flows travel in a cycle until they reach the destination d. Packets
“ping-pong” between nodes in V and W until they reach the destination. Due to the
restrictions on the failure set in Theorem 13 it follows that each time a packet lands on some
node v ∈ V , there is a constant probability that the link (v, d) is not failed. It follows that,
w.h.p., the packet reaches d after K = Θ(logn) alternations between V and W . A detailed
proof is given in the full version of our paper [3].
▶ Lemma 14. Any packet starting at some node u ∈ V ∪W will reach destination d in less
than 2K hops with probability at least 1 − n−C .
The other important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 13 is the following technical
statement about Markov chains. A proof for this statement is given in the full version [3]. It
exploits that, in expectation, the chain drifts towards 0 with every two further elements.
▶ Theorem 15 (Markov Chain Aggregation). Let {Xi}i≥0 be a Markov chain over state space
N0 and ϕ, ψ > 0 be constants with ϕ · ψ < 1. Let the following be fulfilled for every i > 0:
1. Xi can be modeled by a sum of Poisson trials that only depends on Xi−1
2. E [X2i+1] ≤ X2i · ϕ
3. E [X2i] ≤ X2i−1 · ψ
Then, there exists a constant Cϕψ > 1, such that for any fixed r > Cϕψ it holds that∑r
i=0 Xi = O (log(r) · r) with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−3r) as long as X0 = O (r).
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Proof of Theorem 13. We let VG := {v | v ∈ V ∧ (v, d) ̸∈ F} denote the set of good nodes
in V that may forward incoming packets directly to destination d. Note that each flow that
eventually reaches d, does so over some v ∈ VG. Therefore, in case no flow traverses a cycle,
it follows that the node with maximum load will be some v ∈ VG. In the following we will
consider one such fixed node r ∈ VG. W.l.o.g. we assume that this node lies in V (K − 1)
such that we can avoid modulo operations. We define Lj to be the set of nodes whose load
r receives within exactly j hops. Clearly L0 = {r}, and according to the definition of PB
it must hold that L1 ⊆ W (K − 2), L2 ⊆ V (K − 2), L3 ⊆ W (K − 3) and so forth. Our
goal is to bound the values |Lj | which allows us to determine the load that r receives. To
that end, we initially assume that the routing entries α(v) of any node v have not yet been
uncovered. Observe that, in order to determine, for example, L1 it suffices to uncover the
entries of nodes in W (K − 2) and check which nodes w ∈ W (K − 2) have α(w) = r. To
determine L2, we then uncover entries in V (K − 2) and check the number of nodes v in this
partition having α(v) ∈ L1. A repetition of this approach step-by-step yields the following
intermediate result, which we show in the full version [3] in detail.
▶ Observation 16. The sequence {|Li|}2Ki=0 forms a Markov chain with |L0| = 1. Additionally,
for i > 0 it holds that
1. |Li| can be modeled by a sum of Poisson trials depending only on |Li−1|
2. E [|L2i+1|] ≤ (3/2) · |L2i|
3. E [|L2i|] ≤ (1/2) · |L2i−1|
Next we make use of Lemma 14. Its statement, together with a union bound application,
implies that no packet originating from any node travels more than 2K hops with probability
at least ≥ 1 − |V ∪W |n−C ≥ 1 − 2n−(C−1). This implies |Li| = 0 for i ≥ 2K. Hence, our
fixed node r ∈ VG receives in total
∑2K
i=0 |Li| load w.h.p. As the sequence {|Li|}2Ki≥0 is a
martingale that follows the properties described in Observation 16, we may apply the Markov
chain result Theorem 15 for r = 2K. It implies that
∑2K
i=0 |Li| = O (logn · log logn) with
probability at least 1 − 2n−6C . Hence, a union bound application yields that for any node
r ∈ VG, we have with probability at least 1 − n · (2n−(C−1) − 2n−6C) > 1 − 3n−(C−1) that
L(r) = O (logn · log logn). As no packet starting at any node V ∪ W travels in a cycle,
the node with maximum load (excluding d) must be some node r ∈ VG and Theorem 13
follows. ◀
3.2 Lower Bound for the Bipartite Graph
In the following, we present a different lower bound variant. It also holds in settings where
nodes in W do not contribute one initial flow in the all-to-one routing process. However, it
only guarantees high load in expectation as opposed to the high probability guarantee of
Theorem 1. We will make use of this version in the analysis of the Clos topology. The proof
is given in the full version [3].
▶ Lemma 17. Let G = (V ∪ W,E) be a complete bipartite graph with |V | = |W | = n
and assume that the nodes in V each initiate one flow towards some node d ∈ W . Then,
for any local destination-based failover protocol P, there exists a set of failures F of size
|F| ≤ ε · n/ logn, ε > 0 arbitrary constant, such that, in expectation, the number of nodes
with load Ω(logn/ log logn) is at least one.
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level |S| B(S)
C(S, 1) C(S, 2)
. . .
C(S,m)
level |S| + 1 T (S ◦ 1)
B(S ◦ 1) . . . . . . . . .
T (S ◦ k2 )
B(S ◦ k2 ). . .
V C(S, 1) V C(S, 2) V C(S,m)
Figure 2 Links between a fixed block B (S) and its children. Here m denotes the number of
clusters in block B (S).
4 Efficient Protocol for the Clos Topology
4.1 Topology Description
The Clos topology we consider comes with two parameters k, the degree of each node in the
network, and L + 1, L ≥ 1, the number of levels in the network (cf. also Figure 1). It is
constructed as follows. On level 0, there are (k/2)L many nodes and each level ℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ L,
consists of 2(k/2)L many nodes. We assume the nodes in each level to be numbered, starting
with 1. All nodes are then partitioned into blocks. We denote such a block by B (S), where
S is a sequence from the set SL. This set contains all sequences S = (s1, s2, ..., sℓ) of length
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ L, where the si are integers subject to s1 ∈ [1, k] and si ∈ [1, k/2], i > 1. The nodes
in level ℓ are contained in blocks B (S) with S ∈ SL ∧ |S| = ℓ. Each such block contains
(k/2)L−ℓ many consecutive nodes of level ℓ. In level 0 there is only a single block. In case
ℓ > 1 and S = (s1, s2, ..., sℓ) the block B (S) contains the nodes [o+ 1, o+ (k/2)L−ℓ], where
o = (s1 − 1) · (k/2)L−1 + (s2 − 1) · (k/2)L−2 + · · · + (sℓ − 1) · (k/2)L−ℓ.
In the following, we will denote the concatenation operator by ◦ and call the blocks
B (S ◦ i), i ∈ [1, k/2], children of B (S) (the block in level ℓ = 0 has k children) and vice-versa
B (S) the parent of the blocks B (S ◦ i). Edges are only drawn between blocks that have a
parent-child relationship. This can be seen in Figure 1, where the blocks are visualized as
blue boxes (the block at the top is B (∅)). We then denote by T (S) the subgraph containing
all blocks B (S′) such that S is a prefix of S′. For such a fat-tree T (S), we say that it is
rooted in B (S). Note, when compressing each block to a single node and drawing an edge
for each parent-child relationship, then the resulting graph becomes a tree such that B (S′′′)
is a successor of B (S′′) iff S′′′ is a prefix of S′′. In order to describe how edges are drawn,
we also define clusters such that every block B (S) is partitioned into clusters. Each cluster
C (S, i), i ≥ 1, contains the first i · (k/2) consecutive nodes of B (S). Edges are inserted by
constructing complete bipartite subgraphs. For all clusters C (S, i), we draw edges from every
node in the cluster to the i-th node in each of the children of B (S) (and vice-versa). We call
this set of nodes in the children vertical cluster VC (S, i). In Figure 2 we illustrate how these
edges are drawn.
Note, from the point-of-view of a fixed node v in some level ℓ, it resides in exactly one
cluster of some block B (S) with |S| = ℓ. Furthermore, in case of ℓ > 0, it also lies in exactly
one vertical cluster, the cluster VC (S′, i′) where B (S′) is the parent of B (S).
4.2 Routing Protocol
In the following section, we describe how the interval routing protocol of Section 3 can be
adapted to the Clos topology. Note that we only consider topologies with a constant amount
of layers, i.e., L = Θ(1) > 1. To enable interval routing, we employ an additional layer of
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granularity. That is, we partition each cluster and vertical cluster into K := (4 + L) log k
consecutive intervals of size I := k/((8 + 2L) log k) = Θ(k/ log k). We denote the j-th such
interval, j ≥ 0, of each cluster C (S, i), and the vertical cluster VC (S, i) by C (S, i, j) or
VC (S, i, j), respectively. A slight exception to this occurs at level 0 which only consists of a
single block B (∅). Here ∅ is used to denote the sequence of length 0. As B (∅) has k children
instead of k/2, there are k nodes in each cluster VC (∅, i). These vertical clusters are also
split into K many intervals, each containing 2 · I nodes.
We focus on all-to-one routing towards some destination d which resides on level L (servers
are typically located at the bottom of the Clos topology [1]). The primary tool to route
packets towards d is the sequence Sd, which we define as the sequence S ∈ SL with length
|S| = L that fulfills B (S) = {d}. Note that for each node on level L such a sequence must
exist (in Figure 1 this is visualized as in the bottom layer each node is contained in its own
block). We denote by Sd|i, 0 ≤ i ≤ L the length i prefix sequence of Sd. Furthermore, we let
di,j denote the j-th node in the block B (Sd|i). The routing protocol follows the definitions of
a local failover protocol given in Section 1.3 and equips each node with fitting distributions.
▶ Definition 18 (Clos Interval Routing). Let v be a node v ∈ C (S, i, j). Protocol PC equips v
with the following distributions to enable routing towards d.




denote the parent of v’s block B (S). Then
v ∈ VC
(
SP , i′, j′
)
for some i′, j′ ≥ 1 and








(R2) S is a length-s prefix of Sd. If ds+1,i ̸∈ Fv, set D (v,Fv, d) = Unif({ds+1,i}). Else, set
D (v,Fv, d) = Unif
(
VC (S, i, j) \ Fv
)
The basic idea behind the routing protocol is to send a packets with destination d from
child to parent blocks until they reaches a block B (S) such that S is prefix of Sd (R1).
Assume now that, after reaching this block B (S), the packet lies on a node v1 in interval
C (S, i, j) and S is a length |S| = s prefix of Sd. As v1 ∈ C (S, i), it is connected to ds+1,i,
which lies in VC (S, i). After forwarding the packet to this node, it would then reside on a
node in B (Sd|s+ 1). Note that this block’s sequence matches the destination for one more
element. However, in case ds+1,i cannot be reached, the only link from v into B (Sd|s+ 1) is
unreachable. In such a case, it is forwarded to some w1 ∈ VC (S, i, j) instead (R2). As w1
lies on a block B (S′), which is a child of B (S) that has some sequence S′ ̸= Sd|s+ 1, the
packet is forwarded according to R1 in the next step. Afterwards, it will again lie on a node
v2 in C (S, i). However, this time in the interval C (S, i, j + 1). In the next step, the packet is
again attempted to be forwarded to ds+1,i. Otherwise it is forwarded to VC (S′, i, j + 2) and
the procedure repeats. Intuitively, the packet “ping-pongs” between layers |S| and |S| + 1
until it manages to reach ds+1,i, similar as in the protocol for the complete bipartite graph
of Section 3. As the forwarding partners are chosen u.a.r., it is unlikely for the packet to
hit a node with failed link to ds+1,i in each of Ω(log k) alternations, and it will eventually
hit ds+1,i. A visualization of this idea is given in Figure 3. We also invite the reader to
familiarize her- or himself with the more detailed example we prepared in Appendix A.
▶ Theorem 19. Let G = (V,E) be a Clos topology with degree k and L+ 1 levels for some
constant L > 1. Consider the routing protocol PC and assume all-to-one routing towards
some destination d on level L. Assume the adversary chooses its set of failures F such that
the following holds for every triple (S, i, j) where S ∈ SL with 0 ≤ |S| ≤ L−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ L−|S|
and 0 ≤ j < K:
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level |S|
C(S, i, j) C(S, i, j + 1)C(S, i, j + 2)
C(S, i)v1 v2 v3
level |S| + 1





Figure 3 “Ping-Pong” of packet starting at v1 in a block B (S) where S is prefix of Sd.
1. ∀w ∈ VC (S, i) : |{v ∈ C (S, i, j) | w ∈ Fv}| ≤ I/3
2. ∀v ∈ C (S, i) : |{w ∈ VC (S, i, j) | v ∈ Fw}| ≤ I/3




, every node u ∈ V \{d} has L(u) = O
(
kL−1 · log k log log k
)
,
even if the adversary knows PC and d.
While the requirement on the failure set F may seem restrictive at first, it simply states that
in every interval at most I/3 = Θ(k/ log k) many nodes may have failed edges to the same
node. Note that I/3 failures from nodes of the same interval are simultaneously allowed to
many different nodes.
4.3 Analysis of Theorem 19
Throughout this proof, we consider the destination d as well as the set of failed edges
placed by the adversary F to be fixed (we assume this set to adhere to the requirements of
Theorem 19). As described in Section 1.3, each node v draws its routing entry α(v,Fv, d)
from D (v,Fv, d) which is specified in Definition 18. As we consider the set of failures F as
well as d to be fixed, we use the abbreviation α(v) := α(v,Fv, d).
Staggered Load Calculation. In the following, we will not immediately uncover all entries
α(v) required to determine the load L(v) some node receives. Instead, we will uncover these
entries step-by-step. To that end, we extend our notion of load defined in Section 1.3, to also
apply in cases where some entries are still left covered. Flows that arrive at a node v with a
still covered entry α(v), are assumed to be stopped and only contribute to load of nodes that
lie on the path the flows takes to reach v. As soon as the entry of v is uncovered, all stopped
flows continue to flow until they either reach d, or hit another node with a covered entry. It
is easy to see that by increasing the number of uncovered entries, the load at any node can
only increase, and, after uncovering all entries of nodes v ̸= d, we end up with the notion
of load defined in Section 1.3. This staggered uncovering of entries allows us to develop a
bound on the load step-by-step and helps us circumvent dependencies of the traffic flow in
different parts of the topology.
▶ Lemma 20. Let ℓ be an integer in [0, L− 1]. Then, after uncovering all entries besides
those of nodes in T (Sd|ℓ), the following holds with probability ≥ 1 − 4ℓ · k−4:
1. no flow travels in a cycle, i.e., L(v) < ∞ for all nodes v
2. flows of nodes with uncovered entries are stopped at some node v ∈ B (Sd|ℓ)




Sketch of Proof. The proof uses induction over the levels ℓ = 0 to L− 1 in the following
way. In each step of the induction we uncover the edges in T (Sd|ℓ) \ T (Sd|ℓ+ 1). In the
induction hypothesis, we assume that the lemma holds up to some ℓ ∈ [0, L− 2] and in the
induction step, we show that the statement also holds for ℓ+ 1. The base case (i.e., before
we uncover any entries) trivially holds.
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In order to perform the induction step, we use a two-step approach. First, we uncover the
edges in Tℓ = {T (Sd|ℓ ◦ i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k/2 ∧ Sd|ℓ ◦ i ≠ Sd|ℓ+ 1} (note that if ℓ = 0, then i is
in the range 1, . . . , k). As an example, if ℓ = 0 and d is the last vertex in level 3 in Figure 1,
then the set Tℓ contains the subtrees rooted in the first three blocks of level 1. If ℓ = 1 (d
remains the same node in Figure 1), then Tℓ is the subtree rooted in the 7th block of level 2.
After uncovering the edges in Tℓ, we show that every vertical cluster in the blocks on level
ℓ+ 1 in Tℓ contain O (k) load.
In the second step, we uncover the edges between levels ℓ and ℓ+ 1 in T (Sd|ℓ). Then, we
obtain that the statement holds for ℓ+ 1. This second step heavily uses the properties of the
failover routing algorithm in complete bipartite graphs. The full proof is given in [3]. ◀
Proof of Theorem 19. Let SL−1 := Sd|L− 1. We start with an application of Lemma 20
for ℓ = L− 1. When uncovering all entries except those in T (SL−1), this implies that the
flows of all nodes outside T (SL−1) enter T (SL−1) at its root B (SL−1) without causing load
higher than O(kL−1) w.h.p. Note that the root B (SL−1) of T (SL−1) consists of k/2 nodes
and therefore only a single cluster. More precisely the following holds.
▶ Observation 21. T (SL−1) is a complete bipartite graph that consists of the clusters
C (SL−1, 1) and VC (SL−1, 1). These clusters each have size k/2 and d ∈ VC (SL−1, 1).
This enables us to apply results from the bipartite graph section (Section 3). As SL1 is
a prefix of Sd, all flows starting from nodes in C (SL−1, 1) ∪ VC (SL−1, 1) will “ping-pong”
between the clusters until d is reached (see Figure 3). Note that the path taken by the
packets in T (SL−1) according to PC is exactly the same as if the nodes in T (SL−1) would
follow the bipartite routing protocol PB instead (described in Section 3 with C = (4 + L)).
The main result of that section, Theorem 13, then implies that at most O (log k · log log k)
load is created w.h.p. However that result assumes that each node in T (SL−1) starts with
only 1 flow, while in our case up to O(kL−1) flows start from a single node in C (S, 1)
as soon as the entries in T (SL−1) are uncovered. Thus, we obtain a maximum load of
O(kL−1 · log k log log k). ◀
4.4 Lower Bound for the Clos Topology
Managing load under the all-to-one traffic pattern is inherently challenging even in highly-
connected Clos topologies. To illustrate this, we construct a simple congestion lower bound
of Ω(kL−1), which holds even in the absence of link failures and does not rely on our notion
of local failover routing. Assume that all-to-one routing towards a node d in level L is
performed. This destination node d is incident to only k/2 many nodes, all of which lie in
level L − 1. All flows need to travel over one of these k/2 nodes to reach d. As the Clos
topology contains Ω(kL) many nodes in total and each node sends a flow towards d, it follows
that one of the k/2 many neighbors of d must accumulate Ω(kL−1) flows.
In Appendix B we also present an improved lower bound that only holds for protocols
that follow what we call the faily balanced and shortest path properties (see Definition 22).
Among other practically relevant protocols (e.g. ECMP [16,22]) our protocol fulfills these
properties. In this setting, we show that O (k/ log k) edge failures suffice for the adversary
to, in expectation, accumulate Ω(kL−1 ˙logk/ log log k) load at some node v ∈ V \ {d}. This
implies that the result in Theorem 19 is tight up to a polyloglog factor.
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A Clos Topology Routing Example
In order to illustrate the behavior of our routing protocol given in Definition 18, we present an
exemplary Clos topology in Figure 4. As described in Section 4.1, the nodes are partitioned
into blocks, which then are again split into clusters and finally intervals. Note that, in our
example, only level ℓ = 0 has more then one cluster. Additionally, each node on level ℓ = 2
lies in its own block. These blocks were omitted to improve visual clarity. The goal is to
route the packet, currently residing at node s, towards destination node d with sequence
Sd = (3, 6). As described in Section 4.1, the nodes are partitioned
First (see a) and b) in Figure 4), the packet is forwarded via R1 to random nodes in an
interval of a block that lies one level lower. This is done until the packet resides on a node in
B (∅). This is the first block the packet reaches such that the block’s sequence (in this case
∅) is a prefix of Sd. In the next step, the packet needs to be forwarded via R2 into T (3), the
fat subtree containing d, to get closer to the destination d. In our example, we assume that
after two hops the random choices caused the packet to land on a node v in cluster C (∅, 2)
of B (∅). According to the definition of the Clos topology, each node inside this cluster only
has a single link into T (3), all of which are incident to d1,2. In case no links are failed, the
packet would simply be forwarded first to d1,2 and then finally towards d. However, in our
example we assume that the link (v, d1,2) is failed and continue our example with Figure 5.
On the left-hand side in Figure 5 we take a closer look at C (∅, 2) and its links into level
ℓ = 1. According to the Clos topology definition, the nodes in C (∅, 2) and the second node
in each block B (i) form a complete bipartite graph. These “second nodes” (denoted by
VC (∅, 2)) are partitioned into vertical intervals, separated by the orange lines in the image.
The idea is now to forward the packet, currently residing on v, towards d1,2 just as in the
protocol for the bipartite graph in Section 3. That is, until the packet reaches a node v′ such
that the link to d1,2 is not failed, it “ping-pongs” between intervals of C (∅, 2) and vertical
intervals of VC (∅, 2). Our routing protocol implements this as the forwarding rule applied
to the packet alternates between R2 and R1.
After being forwarded to d1,2, we continue our example with the right-hand side of
Figure 5. The packet now resides in T (3) and is close to the destination. If the link (d1,2, d)
is not failed, then the packet is forwarded directly to d via R2. However, we assume that
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Figure 4 Clos topology with k = 12, L = 2 and interval size I = 2. For easier visibility, edges are
not visible. A packet residing at some bottom node of layer s is forwarded towards destination d
with sequence Sd = (3, 6) until it encounters a failed edge.
this is not the case. Just as in subgraph considered in the left-hand side of Figure 5 one can
again observe that T (3) is a complete bipartite graph. This allows us to again apply ideas
from the bipartite routing protocol. The packet “ping-pongs” via R1 and R2. until it hits
the first node in B(3) that can reach d directly.
B Refined Clos Lower Bound
In this section, we present an improved lower bound that is targeted towards a class of
routing protocols that exhibit the following properties.
▶ Definition 22 (Fairly Balanced and Shortest Path Routing). Let P be a local failover protocol
operating in the Clos topology, assume F = ∅, i.e., no edges are failed, and assume that
all-to-one routing towards any arbitrary destination d on level L is performed. We call P
a fairly balanced protocol if, w.h.p., it holds that L(v) = Θ(kℓ) for v ∈ B (Sd|ℓ) , 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ L,
and L(v) = O (polylog k) otherwise.
Furthermore, we say P is a shortest path protocol, or P forwards over shortest paths if the
following holds for every node v ∈ V \ {d}. Let F be a set of failures (which might be empty)
such that |Fv| ≤ I/3 = O (k/ log k). Then, the routing entry α(v,Fv, d) must always lie on a
shortest path to d in the graph (V,E \ Fv).
While assuming these properties limits the generality of our lower bound, they are natural
and realized by the standard equal-cost multipath protocol ECMP [16,22] which also underlies
the widely-used routing protocols OSPF.1 Intuitively, fairly balanced means that the load
that has to enter some block at a particular level of the Clos topology is “fairly” balanced
among the nodes of the particular block. That is, each such node receives the same load
up to constant factors. Protocols, which do not exhibit the fairly balanced property, seem
unnatural as they may generate load situations in which some nodes are heavily affected by
flows while others (on the shortest path from a level 0-node to the destination) remain idle.
1 Specifically, ECMP balances flows across shortest paths by default, and upon a failure, locally re-hashes
to redistribute flows across the remaining shortest paths to the destination.


















Figure 5 On the left, a closer look at C (∅, 2). The nodes in C (∅, 2) form a complete bipartite
graph together with the second node in each block B (i). On the right, we have T (3). After landing
on d1,2, the packet cannot be forwarded directly to d as we assume the link (d1,2, d) is failed.
However, note that ECMP protocol may generate cycles with probability 1/polylogn if
the number of failures is Ω(k/ log k). For protocols that exhibit above properties, one can
construct a load lower bound of Ω(kL−1 logn/ log logn). To achieve this bound, the adversary
only fails edges in T (Sd|L− 1), which is a complete bipartite graph (see Observation 21)
consisting of k nodes partitioned into C (Sd|L− 1, 1) and VC (Sd|L− 1, 1). As we only
consider fairly balanced protocols it follows that each node in C (Sd|L− 1, 1) (the one
partition of the complete bipartite graph) receives a load of Θ(kL−1).
Due to shortest path routing, no load will ever leave this bipartite graph again. Then, a set
of edges incident to the destination can be failed such that a load of Ω(kL−1 log k/ log log k)
is generated. The corresponding results can be found in Lemma 17 of Section 3.2. We then
show in Lemma 24 that our routing protocol PC indeed fulfills the properties in Definition 22.
This implies that the result in Theorem 19 is tight. The proofs are given in the full version [3].
▶ Lemma 23. Let P by a fairly balanced protocol that operates in a Clos topology with
L = Θ(1) > 1 layers and only forwards over shortest paths to some destination d on level L.
Then, there exists a set of failures F with |F| ≤ I/3 = O (k/ log k) such that, in expectation,
at least one node v ̸= d has L(v) = Ω(kL−1 log k/ log log k).
▶ Lemma 24. The protocol PC defined in Definition 18 is a fairly balanced and shortest
path protocol.
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